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Old Business

Maritime Mobile Operation

The PSC declined to forward to the DXAC for consideration a proposal to allow DXCC credit for /mm operation within an entity’s territorial boundaries, regardless of technology that makes it easy to establish the station’s true location. “Land-based” operation has always been a requirement for DXCC credit.

FT8 endorsement for DXCC

DXAC has received no feedback on a January 2019 recommendation for a one-time FT8 endorsement or certificate for 100 confirmed entities. DXAC acknowledges that the current DXCC recordkeeping system is not mode-specific for digital.

Other issues submitted to PSC in January 2019

DXAC has received no feedback on whether PSC has considered these issues for possible tasking:

• Allowing 100 entities on any 5 bands to qualify for basic 5BDXCC.

• Redefinition of the DXCC entities list and/or Honor Roll to acknowledge the long-term unavailability of some entities, keeping newer amateurs from the #1 spot. DXAC continues to receive inquiries as to why amateurs who have worked everything available are not “entitled” to #1 status.

• A policy on paying for QSLs.

• Availability of an archive of DXCC desk decisions on status of unapproved operations and “entities” such as North Cyprus.

• Potential measures to address abuse of remote operation.
New DXAC members

DXAC is pleased to recognize new members Saul Abrams, K2XA from Hudson Division and Steve Rutledge, N4JQQ from Delta Division

New Business

DXAC requests that PSC review the following subjects for possible assignment as tasks. Many reflect an attitude of “why can’t I have it now?”

Status of Digital Modes within DXAC

Based on committee member feedback and observations made at Xenia, FT8 has become widely accepted and employed by the DX community. It is supplying much needed activity on the bands in an extended sunspot minimum. Many amateurs, however, lament the loss of their hard-earned standing in RTTY and would like to see RTTY split off from other digital modes.

New DXCC

W9KNI has suggested a new 10-year DXCC competition starting in 2020 to encourage newer generations who feel they will never achieve “top of the heap”. This elicited mixed feeling within DXAC. New DXers still have the fun of the chase ahead of them. The old guard can still look to WPX, IOTA, RDA, etc.

DXCC Challenge by mode

DXAC has received a suggestion that the Challenge be broken down by mode and drop 6 and 160 meters. This would somewhat eliminate the geographical advantage enjoyed by Europe. Is it reasonable for ARRL to address every geographical and regulatory disparity?

Unattended operation

DXAC feels the use of unattended FT8 robots making thousands of contacts is outside of the spirit of amateur radio. Does DXCC need a policy statement, other than requiring observation of applicable regulations?

Illegal power operations

DXAC has received notice of illegal power being used by a DXpedition. Is it ARRL’s place to investigate these cases?

Awards for operating from multiple entities

This request asks for a new category of awards for “Providers” to recognize those who hand out QSOs from multiple locations. The Russian Districts Award does this, but it seems to be an unnecessary project for DXCC.
Change Honor Roll threshold

A discussion in Visalia asked about changing the qualifying cutoff for Honor Roll from top ten to a percentage of the current country count. This would allegedly keep the challenge of Honor Roll consistent with the effort required when the original DXCC list was only 247 entities.

Temporary deletion of DXCC entities

DXAC continues to see requests to have “non-available” entities removed from the DXCC list to allow newer amateurs to get to the top. Newer generations do not share memories of the long wait many experienced waiting for China, Albania and Iraq to appear on the bands.

The DX Advisory Committee stands ready to pursue any of the above subjects if the PSC feels they have merit.

Respectfully submitted:
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Atlantic – Chris Shalvoy, K2CS
512 Beechwood Dr., East Rochester, NY 14445-2036
(H): (585) 586-6531
(W): (585) 235-8815 x131
Email: cshalvoy@att.net

Central - Jim O’Connell, W9WU
512 West Elm Ave., La Grange, IL 60525
(H): (708) 482-7373
(F): (708) 401-0077
Email: w9wu@arrl.net

Dakota – Ron Dohmen, NØAT
125 Magnolia La., Plymouth, MN 55441
(H): (763) 546-1702
Email: ron@n0at.net

Delta – Steven Rutledge, N4JQQ
4540 Shady Grove Rd. Memphis, TN 38117
(M): (901) 849-7449
Email: n4jqq@arrl.net

Great Lakes – Stanley K. Arnett, AC8W
801 Range Road, Marysville, MI 48040
(H): (810) 364-6674
Email: ac8w@comcast.net

Hudson – Saul M. Abrams, K2XA
307 Maple Rd Slingerlands, NY, 12159-3615
(H): 518-469-4796
Email: k2xa@arrl.net

Midwest – John C. Yodis, K2VV (Chairman)
P. O. Box 88, Moscow Mills, MO 63362
(H): (636) 366-4512
(M): (314) 620-1777
Email: JCYodis@aol.com

New England – Bob Beaudet, W1YRC
30 Rocky Crest Rd., Cumberland, RI 02864
(H): (401) 333-2129
Email: w1yrc@verizon.net

Northwestern – Richard Swanson, K7BTW
114 Raintree Loop SE, Rainier, WA 98576-9701
(H): (425) 890-0552
Email: k7btw@arrl.net

Pacific – Ken Anderson, K6TA
Box 853, Pine Grove, CA 95665
(H): (209) 296-5577
Email: k6ta@arrl.net

Roanoke – Gary Dixon, K4MQG
1606 Crescent Rdg., Fort Mill, SC 29715
(H): (803) 547-7450
Email: gdixon@comporium.net

Rocky Mountain – Richard D. Williams, K8ZTT
11347 E. Grant Road, Franktown, CO 80116
(H): (303) 840-1672
Email: k8ztt@yahoo.com

Southeastern – Pete Rimmel, N8PR
P.O. Box 848879, Hollywood, FL 33084-0879
(H): (954) 632-9399
Email: n8pr@bellsouth.net
**Southwestern** – Mark Weiss, K6FG  
6151 Ellenview Ave., Woodland Hills, CA 91367  
(H): (818) 716-0888  
Email: k6fg@arrl.net

**West Gulf** – Coy Day, N5OK *(Vice Chairman)*  
20685 SW 29th St., Union City, OK 73090-6817  
(H): (405) 483-5632  
Email: n5ok@arrl.net

**RAC** – John Scott, VE1JS  
324 Churchill Road, Sandy Cove, NS, Canada B0V 1E0  
(H): (902) 834-2681  
Email: scotts@sandycove-ns.ca

**Board Liaison** – James Tiemstra, K6JAT  
13450 Skyline Boulevard, Oakland, CA 94619-3611  
(H): (510) 569-6963  
Email: k6jat@arrl.org

**Staff Liaison** – Bart Jahnke, W9JJ  
225 Main St., Newington, CT 06111  
(W): (860) 594-0272  
Email: w9jj@arrl.org

**Administrative Liaison** – Sharon Taratula  
225 Main St., Newington, CT 06111  
(W) (860) 594-0269  
Email: staratula@arrl.org